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Abstract  

Among metal additive manufacturing technologies, additive frictions stir deposition stands out for its 

ability to create freeform and fully-sense structures without the melting and solidification seen in beam-

based additive processes. Here, we employ a comparative approach to investigate the process-

microstructure linkages in additive friction stir deposition, utilizing two materials with distinct 

thermomechanical behavior – an Al-Mg-Si alloy and Cu – both of which are difficult to print via beam-

based additive technologies. Across the range of process variables tested in this work, Al-Mg-Si exhibits a 

relatively homogeneous microstructure with extensive subgrain formation and a strong shear texture. In 

contrast, the deposited Cu is characterized by a heterogeneous microstructure with varied grain sizes and 

local misorientations, along with a weaker shear texture. We show evidence that the microstructure in 

Al-Mg-Si primarily evolves by continuous dynamic recrystallization, including geometric dynamic 

recrystallization and progressive lattice rotation. The more heterogeneous microstructure of Cu results 

from the discontinuous recrystallization processes during deposition as well as during cooling. In Al-Mg-

Si, the recrystallization progresses with increasing strain, which is found to correlate with the ratio 

between the tool rotation rate 𝛺 and travel velocity 𝑉. Meanwhile, the peak temperature influences the 

recrystallization rate owing to precipitate evolution. In Cu, 

the microstructure evolution is found to be less 

dependent on 𝛺, instead varying greater with changes to 

𝑉. The distinct process-microstructure linkages and 

underlying mechanisms between Al-Mg-Si and Cu are 

attributed to their differences in intrinsic material 

properties, interactions with the rotating tool head, and 

restoration phenomena responsible for microstructure 

evolution. In an effort to accelerate this type of process-

microstructure characterization for more process 

variables, materials, and even process methods, a new 

 

Figure 1. Processing influences on the microstructure 
evolution during AFSD of Al-Mg-Si, primarily through CDRX 
phenomena. 
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method utilizing image based deep learning was developed. The goals of which are method for 

microstructure qualification, analysis, and prediction.  
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